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Computational design of compounds for monolithic integration in optoelectronics
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A class of semiconductors is introduced and their physical properties are examined using bothab initio
total-energy calculations and quasiparticle GW calculations. These compounds are designed to address prob-
lems of lattice-constant mismatch and polarity mismatch that are common issues in heteroepitaxial growth of
III-V alloys on silicon substrates. A variety of configurations of these materials is explored. It is found that
their lattice constants and band gaps fall into a region of phase space different from that of conventional
semiconductors, making them potential candidates for the basis of optical devices—infrared emitters and
detectors. A particular suitable configuration is identified that is lattice-constant matched to Si and has a direct
band gap of 0.8 eV. This gap corresponds to the canonical wavelength of 1.5mm in optoelectronics. Thus this
material could ultimately enable tractable monolithic integration of optics with electronics. The characteristics
of this particular configuration are examined in depth, including its temperature dependence, its bulk energet-
ics, and its growth energetics. The results of these analyses indicate that fabrication of these compounds using
heteroepitaxial growth techniques should be feasible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the optoelectronics industry, great efforts have be
devoted to monolithically integrate electronic materials w
optically active materials. As the sizes of electronic devic
continue to shrink and the usage of optical communicat
continues to grow, monolithic integration becomes incre
ingly desirable and necessary. Various different approac
have been suggested, each with its own problems.1–6

One very natural approach is to heteroepitaxially gr
optically active materials, such as GaAs for example, dire
on top of Si.3–6 However, there are two basic problems fa
ing epitaxial growth of these optical materials on Si or G
substrates. Firstly, heteropolar semiconductors, e.g., III-
and II-VI’s, are polar when grown along the~001! direction.
This causes a polarity mismatch with the underlyi
group-IV substrate. Secondly, most existing optical mater
and their alloys do not match lattice constant with Si or G
In Fig. 1, we plot the band gaps and the lattice constants
conventional semiconductor alloys that are currently used
optically active devices. The III-V alloys shown in Fig.
that exhibit band gaps matching the operating wavelengt
optical fibers (;1.5 mm) have lattice constants about 8
larger than that of Si. Therefore, it is impossible to gro
these alloys defect free on Si substrates. The polarity m
match and the lattice mismatch make it exceedingly diffic
to create optoelectronic integrated devices using hetero
axy.

As shown in Fig. 1, most of the existing materials ha
either larger lattice constants or larger band gaps than
interest. They lie in the upper right-hand section of t
graph. The desired regions of the phase space, on the
0163-1829/2000/63~3!/035306~12!/$15.00 63 0353
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hand, are the intersections of the gray regions. Our goa
this paper is to design materials that lie in the gray regio
and have the following properties: Firstly, the materia
should be polarity matched to the group-IV~001! surface.
Secondly, the lattice constants of the materials should
between those of Si and Ge. This ensures that the mate
would match lattice constants with suitable electronic s
strates. Thirdly, as emitters are our primary interest, the m
terials should exhibit direct fundamental band gaps. Fina
their band gaps should correspond to one of the two c
rently interesting wavelength regions: the region around
canonical optical-fiber wavelength of 0.8 eV (1.5mm), or
the longer wavelength far-infrared region. By exhibiting a
these properties, these materials could lead to infrared de
tors and emitters that can be integrated monolithically w
group-IV substrates.

It would be a formidable task, if not nearly impossible,
explore all these materials solely by growing and experim
tally measuring their physical properties, since even
growth processes are still completely unknown. These p
cesses would have to be established and refined first. Ins
we exploit the predictive and tractable power ofab initio
calculations to obtain the properties of these materials, t
providing a screening for future experimental analysis of
most interesting examples of these materials.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin with a ge
eral description of the materials and how they solve the
larity mismatch in Sec. II. Next we describe the compu
tional details in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present an overvie
of the results for various configurations of these materia
Some potential applications for selected configurations
discussed in Sec. V. This includes a particularly interest
©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Band gaps and lattice constants for various traditional semiconductor materials. The III-V’s are shown in red dia
and the II-VI’s are shown in green squares. The color-shaded areas denote possible alloyed materials. Also shown are the ch
materials in blue triangles. The gray regions correspond to lattice constant in between that of Si and Ge, and band gaps of the op
wavelength of 1.5mm and the longer wavelength far-infrared regions.
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configuration, (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4, that would be appropriate
for monolithic integration with Si. Finally in Sec. VI, we
explore the properties and characteristics
(ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4 in depth. This includes its temperature d
pendence, its bulk energetics, and its growth energetics.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Schematic illustration of bond saturation
~001! heteroepitaxial layering of Type I and Type II materials
compared with the layering of III–V’s. The number of electro
contributed by each atom is indicated along each bond. Note
the atoms of Type I and Type II materials can satisfy their vale
locally which resolves polarity-mismatch problem.
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Schematic atomic models of the crystal stru
tures of Type I and Type II materials. For the Type I material, t
corresponding chalcopyrite structure is also shown.
6-2
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COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN OF COMPOUNDS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 035306
II. DESIGN OF A CLASS OF SEMICONDUCTORS

As the first requirement of the materials we address
polarity matching. The typical interface of a III-V compoun
on a group-IV~001! substrate is illustrated schematically
Fig. 2~a!. Inside the bulk, a group-V atom possesses f
bonds with its group-III neighbors, contributing 5/4 electro
to each bond. However, at the interface with the group
substrate, the group-V atom can only contribute one elec
each to the two bonds with the substrate atoms in orde
satisfy the two-electron-per-bond counting rule. Con
quently, half an electron for every interface group-V atom
redistributed to the outer surface of the structure, creatin
long-range electric field that is undesirable. This is the co
monly known polarity-mismatch problem.7

Our solution to this problem is to reduce the valency
the second-layer atoms by one to accommodate the e
electrons from the interface group-V atoms, as is illustra
in Fig. 2~b!.8 In doing so, we also need to increase the v
lency of the fourth layer atoms by one. It is easy to see t
all the bonds are now saturated locally, with no need for a
long-range charge transfer. This layering process can the
repeated without generating a long-range field. We den
this class of materials as Type I materials. The char
mismatch problem of the interface is now resolved.

Similarly, if we start with a group-III layer at the inter
face, then we can increase or decrease the valencies o
subsequent group-V layers@Fig. 2~c!#. We denote this class
of materials as Type II materials.

These materials can be considered aspseudoIII–V mate-
rials, with either the group-III element replaced by an eq
mixture of group-II and group-IV elements, or the group
element replaced by an equal mixture of group-IV a
group-VI elements. The schematic atomic arrangemen
the materials are illustrated in Fig. 3. Both the Type I and
Type II materials have layered atomic arrangement, wh
makes them amenable to epitaxial growth.

Note that the Type I materials have the same chem
formula as the naturally-occurring chalcopyrite materia9

The atomic structure of the chalcopyrites is shown in F
3~b!. Both the Type I and the chalcopyrite structures a
distorted zinc-blende structures. However, the two ato
arrangements are rather different. In the chalcopyrites,
group-II and group-IV elements are intermixed to form e
fective group-III layers. Therefore, the chalcopyrites are
lar materials when growing along the~001! direction. They
exhibit the common polarity-mismatch problem while grow
on an Si substrate. The atomic arrangement of the chalc
rites also makes it more difficult to grow them by a laye
by-layer heteroepitaxial deposition. As naturally occurri
materials, the chalcopyrites are the ground-state struct
for bulk materials for the particular chemical formula.

For both the Type I and the Type II materials, there a
many possible configurations that can be obtained by ch
ing different elements for the different groups. For examp
one could create (ZnSi)1/2P, where Zn is used for the
group-II element, Si for the group-IV element, and P for t
group-V element. In principle, any other elements of the d
ferent groups can be used. It is also possible to comb
03530
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different Type I materials to create an alloy or, moreov
combine Type I and Type II materials together. Just as
traditional III-V, II-VI materials and their alloys, the Type-
and the Type-II materials span a wide range in terms
lattice parameters and band structures.

To explore this phase space, we begin with the simp
configurations, which consists of a chemical formula of on
three elements. As a starting point, we used the tetrahed
covalent radii of elements from Shay9 to approximate the
lattice constants of various configurations of the Type I a
the Type II materials. The approximated lattice-constant m
matches to Si can be found in Ref. 8. These estimates are
too accurate, and have an error that we eventually find to
around 4% as compared to theab initio calculations. Never-
theless, they served as a useful guide to identify the confi
rations that would most likely have lattice constants in t
neighborhood of Si and Ge. To gain more accurate struct
properties on these configurations, we employab initio total-
energy calculations. Before we present the results of th
calculations, we will describe the details of the compu
tional methods in the next section.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To determine the structural properties, we carry out to
energy calculations using density functional theory.10–13

We apply the local-density approximation~LDA ! to the
exchange-correlation functional, choosing the parameter
tion by Perdew and Zunger14 of Ceperley and Alder’s15 data
for the correlation energy of the homogeneous electron g

We employab initio norm-conserving pseudopotential
The pseudopotentials for the first-row elements are crea
with the scheme of Rappeet al.16 or of Troullier and
Martins.17 The other pseudopotentials are generated us
Hamann’s scheme.18,19For the group-II elements, we emplo
nonlinear core corrections to improve the transferability
these potentials. These corrections take the nonlinear
change of core and valence electrons into account.20 The
semi-local pseudopotentials are further transformed i
fully separable Kleinman-Bylander pseudopotentials,21 with
the d potential chosen as the local potential, with the exc
tion of Ge, wherep potential is chosen as the local potentia

The wave functions are expanded into plane waves22 with
a kinetic energy up to at least 20 Ry. For structures wh
include first-row elements we use 40 Ry. The electron d
sity is calculated from specialk-point sets,23 their density in
reciprocal space being equivalent to 384k-points in the
whole Brillouin zone of a four-atom cell. For surface calc
lations, a specialk-point set with a density equivalent to 6
k-points in the whole 131 surface Brillouin zone is used
From calculations done with different cutoff energies a
k-point densities, we found that the differences between
total energies of structures in our calculations are conver
to within 10 meV with the chosen parameters. For structu
with the same supercell, the energy differences are c
verged to within 5 meV.

The equilibrium lattice parameters for different config
rations of the materials are found by minimizing the to
energy. For each set of lattice parameters the ions are rel
6-3
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TABLE I. Results ofab initio calculations for Type I materials. Fractional lattice-constant mismatch w
Si is shown in the first column. Fractional deviation from ideal zinc-blende c/a ratio is shown in the s
column. The third column shows the fundamental band gap calculated within the GW scheme for nonm
materials. In the last column, d, i, mi, sm, m refer to direct, indirect, marginally indirect (,0.1 eV),
semi-metallic and metallic band gaps, respectively.

Material Da/aSi (%) D(c/a) (%) EGap
GW (eV) Directness

(BeSi)1/2P 26.32 0.1 1.68 i
(BeGe)1/2P 24.75 20.9 1.16 i
(ZnSi)1/2P 23.08 4.1 1.56 d
(MgSi)1/2P 22.82 11.7 1.93 mi
(BeSi)1/2As 22.30 20.4 1.19 i
(CdSi)1/2P 20.94 13.0 1.22 mi
(ZnGe)1/2P 20.88 1.9 1.15 i
(ZnC)1/2Sb 20.84 11.8 – m
(BeGe)1/2As 20.59 21.5 0.53 i
(MgGe)1/2P 20.34 9.2 1.13 i
(BeSn)1/2P 0.66 21.6 0.98 i
(ZnSi)1/2As 0.99 2.6 0.68 mi
(MgSi)1/2As 1.34 10.2 0.93 mi
(CdGe)1/2P 1.72 10.1 0.33 d
(ZnGe)1/2As 3.09 0.7 0.23 mi
(CdSi)1/2As 3.33 10.6 – sm
(MgGe)1/2As 3.95 7.3 – sm
(BeSn)1/2As 4.31 22.1 0.45 i
(ZnSn)1/2P 4.76 20.8 1.70 i
(CdGe)1/2As 5.99 7.9 – m
(ZnSn)1/2As 8.20 21.3 0.79 mi
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until the forces are smaller than 50 meV/Å. For the equil
rium structures we compute the band structures to investi
if they are optically active, and at what frequency range.

However, since LDA methods give inaccurate band g
results, we employ the GW approximation24,25 for the elec-
tron self-energy to calculate the quasiparticle band struc
to obtain accurate band-gap information. This method, wh
is fully based on first principles, has been shown to yi
03530
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band structures in excellent agreement with experiment f
large class of materials including semiconductors.26,27 Gap
energies are usually given within an uncertainty in the or
of 0.1 eV. We use the lattice parameters predicted by
LDA calculations for the GW calculations. With the obtaine
LDA wave functions and energy spectra, we determine
quasiparticle band structure using a procedure that has
come state-of-the-art in band-structure calculations. We c
tch
n the
he last
TABLE II. Results ofab initio calculations for Type II materials. Fractional lattice-constant misma
with Si is shown in the first column. Fractional deviation from ideal zinc-blende c/a ratio is shown i
second column. The third column shows the fundamental band gap for nonmetallic materials. In t
column, d, i, mi, sm, m refer to direct, indirect, marginally indirect (,0.1 eV), semi-metallic and metallic
band gaps, respectively.

Material Da/aSi (%) D(c/a) (%) EGap
GW (eV) Directness

Al(CTe)1/2 25.54 10.1 – m
Ga(CTe)1/2 24.91 9.5 – m
B(SnTe)1/2 22.49 0.3 0.66 d
In(CS)1/2 2.30 4.2 0.88 d
In(CSe)1/2 3.43 6.6 0.02 d
Ga(SiS)1/2 3.87 25.9 1.16 mi
Ga(GeS)1/2 4.75 26.1 0.91 d
Al(SiS)1/2 4.94 26.9 1.25 d
Ga(SiSe)1/2 5.29 23.4 1.27 i
Al(GeS)1/2 5.69 27.6 1.04 d
Al(SiSe)1/2 6.55 23.8 1.39 i
6-4
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FIG. 4. ~Color! The lattice constants as calculated within the LDA approximation, and the band gaps as calculated within t
approximation. The light blue left-triangles are Type I materials, and the red right-triangles are Type II materials. The filled symbols
the sizes of direct gaps, while the open symbols indicate the sizes of fundamental gaps for the indirect band-gap materials. Fo
materials, only open symbols are shown. For reference, we also include the experimental values of the traditional semiconduct
materials are shown in red diamonds; II-VI materials are shown in green squares; and some of the chalcopyrite materials are sho
triangles. The gray dashed line indicates the lower boundary of the phase space spanned by the conventional optical materials.
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struct the electron self-energy operator within the GW
proximation. The difference between the GW self-ene
operator and the LDA exchange-correlation potential con
tutes the quasiparticle corrections to the LDA band structu
thus leading to the quasiparticle band structure. To ob
good band-gap information for materials involving As, thes
potential is chosen as the local potential for the band-
calculations.

IV. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS

The ab initio lattice constants and the GW band ga
calculated for the Type I materials are summarized in Ta
I. The lattice constants of the Type I materials span a w
range, covering the Si lattice constant. They tend to h
smaller lattice constants and smaller band gaps than
chalcopyrite counterparts. There are a couple of configu
tions with direct band gaps, and quite a few with margina
indirect gaps. However, neither direct band-gap mater
matches lattice constant with Si. (ZnSi)1/2P is 3% too small,
and (CdGe)1/2P is 2% too large. The c/a ratios also show
wide range of values, covering the ratio of the ideal zin
blende structure. In general, group-IV and group-V eleme
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with larger covalent radii lead to smaller c/a ratios, wh
group-II elements with larger covalent radii lead to larger
ratios.

The results ofab initio calculations of the Type II mate
rials are summarized in Table II. The lattice constants of
Type II materials are either too small or too large compa
to that of Si. There is no configuration within 2% of S
although there are several around the lattice constant of
There are, however, half a dozen direct band-gap Typ
configurations. The direct band-gap materials are the fo
of the next section. The c/a ratios again cover a wide ran
In general, group-VI elements with larger covalent radii le
to larger c/a ratios, while group-IV elements with larger c
valent radii lead to smaller c/a ratios.

Our results of the Type I and Type II materials are su
marized in the lattice constant versus band-gap plot in Fig
together with the traditional semiconductors. Although t
materials are composed of elements found in the traditio
semiconductors, they are quite far away in this phase sp
from the traditional semiconductors.

We also applied the same computational methods to
traditional semiconductors to gauge our accuracy. For
purpose, we calculated the lattice parameters of the group
6-5
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TABLE III. Direct band-gap materials. The second column lists the percentage lattice-constant
ences compared with that of Si. The last two columns list the GW band gaps in eV andmm.

Material Da/aSi (%) EGap
GW (eV) EGap

GW (mm)

(ZnSi)1/2P 23.08 1.56 0.8
B(SnTe)1/2 22.49 0.66 1.9
(CdGe)1/2P 1.72 0.33 3.8
In(CS)1/2 2.30 0.88 1.4
In(CSe)1/2 3.43 0.02 60
Ga(GeS)1/2 4.75 0.91 1.4
Al(SiS)1/2 4.94 1.25 1.0
Al(GeS)1/2 5.69 1.04 1.2
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elements in the diamond structure, the III-V and the II-
materials in zinc-blende structure, and finally the chalco
rite materials. The lattice constants obtained are in fa
close agreement with experimental values. Most are wit
2%. A notable exception is CdS, which has a calculated
tice constant 4% larger than the experimental value. We
tribute this effect to the larger size difference between
and S ions, which heightens the error introduced by
frozen-core approximation. In comparison, the lattice para
eters of the chalcopyrite materials which contain either Cd
S have fairly good agreement with experimental values. T
GW band gaps obtained for the traditional semiconduc
also agree very well with previously published results wh
have an error of 0.1 eV in band gap as compared to exp
mental results.

V. SOME PROMISING CONFIGURATIONS FOR
APPLICATIONS

With the properties of many Type I and Type II materia
in hand, we proceed to discuss their potential application
this section. We first look at the direct band-gap materials
potential light emitter and detector materials. We then exa
ine the indirect band-gap materials as possible useful de
tors.

A. Emitters

If the fundamental band gap of a material is direct, as
the case for GaAs, the material can potentially be bot
good light emitter and detector. Therefore, it can be e
ployed as the basis for semiconductor diodes or lasers. T
are several Type I and Type II materials which possess di
band gaps. They are summarized in Table III.

Three of the configurations, Ga(GeS)1/2, Al(SiS)1/2, and
Al(GeS)1/2, have lattice constants larger than that of G
Their band gaps are around 1 eV, and a bit larger than
canonical optical fiber frequency of 0.78 eV. One option
growing these materials on top of a Ge substrate is to a
natively grow thin layers of these materials and layers of G
This could contain the strain caused by the lattice misma

The next three configurations, (CdGe)1/2P, In(CS)1/2,
and In(CSe)1/2, have lattice constants somewhere in b
tween that of Si and Ge. It should be possible to grow th
on top of Si-Ge alloys. In(CS)1/2 has a gap very close to th
03530
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optical fiber frequency. In (CSe)1/2 has a very small gap
making it a potential candidate for a far-infrared emitter.
one alloys these two materials, one can potentially tune
band gap anywhere in between.

Finally, B(SnTe)1/2 and (ZnSi)1/2P have lattice constant
quite smaller than that of Si. Possible substrates for these
materials are Si-C alloys. Furthermore, (ZnSi)1/2P is interest-
ing in other respects which is described in the following.

We consider now the option of alloying two Type I ma
terials to design a material for monolithic integration with S
Two possible candidates are (ZnSi)1/2P which has a direct
band gap and (ZnSi)1/2As which has an indirect band gap a
shown in Table I and Fig. 4. We create an ordered alloy w
both materials to obtain a material that is lattice matched
Si and has a direct band gap at the canonical optical-fi
frequency. The material (ZnSi)1/2P has a lattice constant tha
is too small and a direct band gap that is too large. On
other hand, the material (ZnSi)1/2As has a lattice constan
which is too large and a band gap which is too small a
marginally indirect. We denote the ordered alloy of the
two materials as (ZnSi)1/2PxAs12x wherex is the P concen-
tration. Theab initio results for the calculated GW band ga
and lattice mismatch are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of
P concentration. With increasing P concentration the lat
constant decreases and the band gap increases and be
direct. At a P concentration of 1/4, the lattice constant alm
matches that of Si perfectly. Moreover, the band gap alm
matches the canonical optical-fiber frequency and is dir
This optimal material has the chemical formu
(ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4. Its atomic structure is the (ZnSi)1/2As
structure where every fourth As layer is substituted by a
layer. This ordered alloy is a good candidate for a lig
emitting material grown on Si. Note, this optimal mater
possesses a slight dipole moment due to the differenc
chemical properties of P and As. However, this dipole m
ment can be eliminated if we invert every other cell in t
growth direction, i.e., use a supercell twice as long in
growth direction.

It is fortunate that we have achieved both lattice match
and band-gap matching with a single parameter. To comp
sate for errors in the predicted lattice constants and b
gaps, one can tune the physical parameters by changing
concentration, by changing the specific layering order of
layers of P and As, and by changing some other layers, e
6-6
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COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN OF COMPOUNDS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 035306
use Ge in place of Si in some layers. Thus, the precision
the lattice matching and the band-gap matching is not
important as the possibility of tuning these parameters.

From the LDA band structure, we calculate the carr
effective masses for this optimal material. The electron
fective mass at the conduction-band minimum is ab
0.5 me in the ~001! direction, 0.3 me , and 1.2 me perpen-
dicular to that. For the holes, the effective mass is 0.7e
along~001! direction, and 25 me and 0.6 me in the other two
principal-axis directions.

B. Detectors

Even if a material does not have a direct fundamental g
it could still be used as a light detector. The minimum dire
band gap gives a good indication of the range of frequenc
which the material may be suitable as a detector.

In Table IV, we summarize several materials that a
closely matched in lattice constant to either Si or Ge. T
first three materials—(BeSn)1/2P, (CdSi)1/2P, and
(MgGe)1/2P have lattice constants close to Si and could p
sibly be grown directly on a Si substrate. While the oth

FIG. 5. The lattice-constant mismatch~top panel! and GW band
gap ~bottom panel! for (ZnSi)1/2PxAs12x as a function of the P
concentrationx. The dashed line in the bottom panel represents
region where the band gap is indirect.
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three materials—(BeSn)1/2As, (ZnSn)1/2P, and Ga(SiS)1/2
have lattice constants close to Ge and could possibly
grown on top of Ge.

The materials (CdSi)1/2P, (MgGe)1/2P, Ga(SiS)1/2 have a
band gap of 1.2 eV. The material (BeSn)1/2As has a band
gap of 1.4 eV. The materials (BeSn)1/2P and (ZnSn)1/2P
have a band gap around 2 eV. In comparison, the direct b
gap of Si is more than 3 eV. The band gaps of these m
rials are within the range of what would be appropriate
solar cell applications.28

VI. CHARACTERISTICS OF „ZnSi…1Õ2P1Õ4As3Õ4

In the previous section, we have examined and discus
the general properties of the bulk Type I and Type II ma
rials. We now focus on the configuration (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4
which is lattice matched to Si and has a direct band gap
0.8 eV. We analyze in depth its characteristics, including
temperature dependence, bulk energetics, and growth e
getics. In some of the calculations we use (ZnSi)1/2As as a
prototype instead of the optimal material (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4
for simplicity and to reduce the computational complexi
However, all the conclusions derived for (ZnSi)1/2As also
apply to the optimal configuration (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4.

A. Temperature dependence

So far, we have only examined the properties of the m
terials at zero temperature. Temperature effects on the la
constant could potentially alter the level of lattice matchi
from that at zero temperature. To judge the importance
this effect, we estimate the thermal-expansion coefficie
from the total-energy surfaces for (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4 and Si.
For this we use the anharmonicities of the elastic energ
The expectation value of the lattice constant for a finite te
perature is given by

^a&T5
1

ZE a exp2Etot(a)/kTda, ~1!

whereZ is the partition function. From this expectation valu
we calculate the relative lattice expansion for both materi
as shown in Fig. 6. The difference of the relative latti
expansion is less than 0.01% from 0 to 600 K. This sugge
that, for this particular Type I material, thermal expansi
will not alter significantly the level of lattice matching from
the zero-temperature results. The band gaps will also be

e

. The
TABLE IV. Potential detector materials. The lattice constants are in the neighborhood of Si or Ge
GW band gaps, in eV andmm, are listed in the last two columns.

Material a EGap
GW (eV) EGap

GW (mm)

(BeSn)1/2P 1% Si 2.2 0.6
(CdSi)1/2P 1% Si 1.2 1.0
(MgGe)1/2P 1% Si 1.2 1.0
(BeSn)1/2As 1% Ge 1.4 0.9
(ZnSn)1/2P 1% Ge 1.9 0.7
Ga(SiS)1/2 1% Ge 1.2 1.0
6-7
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fluenced by temperature. Traditional III-V semiconducto
~both direct and indirect band-gap materials! typically ex-
hibit 3%–6% drop in their band gaps going from zero te
perature to room temperature.29 We expect these materials t
be influenced similarly. This can be countered by chang
the P concentration, by changing the specific layering ord
of the layers of P and As, or by changing the elements
some other layers. For example, to increase the band ga
5% one needs only to increase the P concentration to 3
This would lead to a still very small lattice mismatch of on
20.3%.

B. Bulk energetics

As mentioned earlier, Type I materials actually sha
the same chemical formula as the chalcopyrite materi
with the latter being the ground-state configuration. In t
section we compare the bulk energetics of both materi
For simplicity in comparing with the chalcopyrite structur
we use (ZnSi)1/2As instead of the optimal materia
(ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4. However, the general conclusions app
to the optimal material as well, which is discussed at the
of this section.

The calculated formation enthalpy of the chalcopyr
structure of (ZnSi)1/2As is 148 meV per atom. In compar
son, the Type I structure of (ZnSi)1/2As has a formation en
thalpy of only 83 meV per atom. Thus, the Type I materia
chemically stable against segregation, just as the chalc
rite is, but the Type I material is only metastable compa
with the chalcopyrite form. However, to convert the Type
material to the chalcopyrite form, two second neighbors h
to be exchanged. We expect the diffusion barrier to be q
high because interstitials have to be created. Therefore
diffusion process is very unlikely to occur under normal co
ditions after fabrication. In fact, as shown later, single ch
copyritelike defects are energetically unfavorable and a s
stantial region of defects has to be created to gain ene
This will additionally stabilize our material once it is fabr
cated.

FIG. 6. Relative lattice expansion (a(T)2a(0))/a(0) for Si
and (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4 as a function of the temperatureT. There is
no significant additional lattice mismatch at higher temperature
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As a next step we examine the potential growth of the
two types of material structures on a Si substrate. The Typ
structure is favored in two respects. We note that both
lattice constants and polarities are different for the two str
tures. We begin by examining the effects of lattice-const
matching. The formation energies of both structures are c
puted for geometries where they are constrained horizont
to the Si lattice constant. This corresponds to the ini
growth of both structures on Si. The bulk energy differen
between the two counterparts is reduced from the free b
case of 65 meV per atom to 31 meV per atom. The ene
difference becomes smaller because the Type I (ZnSi)1/2As
structure has a closer lattice-constant match with Si than
chalcopyrite form and thus a smaller strain energy wh
grown on Si. Nevertheless, the bulk chalcopyrite structure
still lower in energy.

To obtain quantitative results on how the polarity matc
ing of the Type-I material affects the energetics, we comp
two heterostructures where either the Type I structure, or
chalcopyrite structure, is sandwiched between Si. This ge
etry and the difference of the total energies as a function
the reciprocal of the number of layers is shown in Fig. 7. T
calculations are performed in the following way. The sup
cell consists of four layers of Si, andN atomic layers in the
~001! direction of either of the two (ZnSi)1/2As structures.
The calculations are performed forN equal to 4, 8, 12, 16,
and 20. The lattice constant in the horizontal direction is k
fixed at the Si lattice constant. The supercell is allowed
relax in the~001! direction. The atoms are also allowed
relax within the cell.

The difference of the total energies is linear in the rec
rocal of the number of layers. This can be easily understo
The total-energy difference has two contributions. The fi
contribution is the bulk energy difference between the t
configurations. The second contribution is the interface
ergy difference between the two configurations. The ch
copyrite structure has a different interface with the Si su
strate than the Type I structure. Therefore, the ene
difference per atom has to take the following form

FIG. 7. Total-energy differenceEType I2EChal between the Type
I material (ZnSi)1/2As and its chalcopyrite counterpart in a heter
structure arrangement.N is the number of atomic layers in the~001!
direction.
6-8
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EType I2EChal5DE01
Dg int

N
, ~2!

whereDE0 is the bulk energy difference,Dg int captures the
difference in interface energies, andN is the number of
atomic layers of (ZnSi)1/2As in the ~001! direction. The in-
terface energy differenceDg int is negative, reflecting the
higher interface energy between the chalcopyrite form
the Si substrate. The Type I structure is actually the m
stable form forN smaller than 22 atomic layers. Therefore,
one deposits three extra atomic layers of Si for about ev
20 atomic layers of Type I structure, then it should be p
sible to significantly extend the thickness of the region
Type I structure.

As a next step we examine the energetics for crea
chalcopyritelike defects in the Type-I structure. The Typ
(ZnSi)1/2As bulk is represented by a supercell of 16 atom
layers in the~001! direction, and with a cross section o
c(232) which is constrained to Si bulk lattice constant. W
then proceed to create various numbers defect pairs by
ing neighboring layers of Si and Zn atoms. The energy d
ference of these various structures are shown in Fig. 8 w
the chalcopyrite structure being the reference structure. M
ing two neighboring Si and Zn layers costs 0.36 eV in ene
compared to the energy of the material structure. This va
is consistent with 0.40 eV which we find to be the ener
cost of creating a pair of defects by exchanging two nei
boring Si and Zn atoms in a 64-atom Type I supercell.
approximately contiguous region of at least 4 Si/Zn lay
pairs, corresponding to 16 atomic layers, have to be mixe
gain energy. Thus, a substantial region of the Type I str
ture has to be converted to the chalcopyrite form before
defect structure becomes energetically favorable. This
ther strengthens our belief that the Type I structure, o
fabricated, will be stable instead of reverting to the chalco
rite form.

FIG. 8. Total energies of (ZnSi)1/2As with various number of
defects. Each defect corresponds to the mixing of a pair of ne
boring Si/Zn layers. The structure with four defects becomes
chalcopyrite structure in this supercell with 16 layers in the~100!
direction. The chalcopyrite structure is chosen as the refere
structure.
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Finally, we expect all of the above trends to be applica
to the optimal-layered Type I structure of (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4.
This Type I material has a bulk energy 45 meV per ato
higher than the corresponding chalcopyrite structure. W
constrained to the Si lattice constant horizontally, this diff
ence is reduced only by 5 meV per atom to 40 meV p
atom. The chalcopyrite structure is still favored. When c
ating a multiwell structure of eight atomic layers of the Ty
I structure sandwiched between Si substrates, the Typ
structure is energetically favored by 41 meV per atom. W
expect that the difference of the total energy should again
linear versus the reciprocal of the number of layers. Thus
energy difference should cross zero at around 16 atomic
ers, corresponding to two unit cells in the~001! direction.
Thus, if three extra atomic layers of Si are deposited
every two unit cells of the Type I structure grown, the resu
ing structure should be stable compared with the chalco
rite form.

In the above discussion, we have not examined all
possible arrangements of P and As atoms in the grou
sites. For example, P and As can be mixed in the same la
without sacrificing too much of the polarity matching wit
the Si substrate. Since polarity matching is the critical diff
ence between Type I structure and its chalcopyrite coun
part, we expect the structures with different P/As arran
ment to have similar energies, but are currently beyond
scope of this study.

C. Growth

Another important question regarding the materials
whether they can be grown successfully using the prescr
layer-by-layer method. In this section, we are interested
the initial growth stages of the (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4 ordered al-
loy. For simplicity in comparing to the chalcopyrite stru
ture, we again use (ZnSi)1/2As as a prototype.

First, we analyze qualitatively the layer-by-layer grow
from the perspective of chemical bonding of layers with t
substrates and apply the electron-counting rule. In Fig. 9
different growth stages are shown schematically.

The first layer of As atoms deposited on top of a Si su
strate would appear as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The formation of
such a layer is well known in the growth of III-V materia
on Si substrates.30 This initial deposition should therefore no
pose too much difficulty. Note that the dimer reconstructi
on the surface is not buckled. This can be understood
follows. There are three electrons per atom left in the d
gling bonds of the As atom. When dimers are formed, ev
surface atom has two electrons left, saturating the dang
bond for each atom.

The next step is to deposit a layer of Zn atoms as sho
in Fig. 9~b!. From electron counting it follows that the As
terminated surface is equivalent to a group-VI termina
II-VI surface. The dangling bonds of the surface atoms
completely filled. Thus, growing the Zn layer should b
analogous to the epitaxial growth process of a II-VI mater
This process has been demonstrated experimentally to
possible.31 There is one electron per atom left in the dangli

h-
e

ce
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WANG, MOLL, CHO, AND JOANNOPOULOS PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 035306
bonds of Zn surface atoms. This is just enough to form
dimer bond, leaving the dangling bonds empty. The dime
again unbuckled.

In the next step a layer of As atoms is deposited. For
As atoms the Zn terminated surface is equivalent to a
terminated II-VI substrate@Fig. 9~c!#. This process has als

FIG. 9. ~Color! Schematic illustration of the growth of Type
(ZnSi)1/2As on top of Si substrate.
03530
a
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e
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been demonstrated in the laboratory.32 The dangling bonds
of each As surface atom contain two electrons. In analo
with the Si~100! surface, buckled dimers are formed and o
electron is transferred across the dimer. The dangling b
of one dimer atom is filled, and the dangling bond of t
other dimer atom is empty.

Finally, when the next layer of Si atoms is deposited,
Si atoms encounter a surface with precisely one electro
each dangling bond, i.e., the same as a bare Si substrate@Fig.
9~d!#. Then the process repeats itself. In all cases, surfa
can be reconstructed into dimers. They are not metallic
should exhibit a low-surface energy.

To place these arguments on a more quantitative basis
perform ab initio total-energy calculations for the differen
surfaces which occur during potential growth of Type
structures. The Si substrate is represented by four Si lay
The bottom layer is fixed, and electronically terminated
the bottom side with hydrogens. The growth then proceed
the ~001! direction, with a segment of vacuum equivalent
six atomic layers on the top to isolate the system from
image in the next supercell. The surfaces are allowed to
construct into dimers. The dimers are either flat or buckl
depending on the number of electrons in the dangling bo
as described above. Depending on whether the dimers
buckled or unbuckled we choosec(232), (231), and (4
32) as the surface cells. At every growth stage we calcu
the surface energies of the Type I surface and the poss
chalcopyritelike variants. These variants involve intermixi
Si and Zn layers. Then, we can explore whether the Typ
structures are stable or whether one of the chalcopyrite
variants are lower in energy.

FIG. 10. ~Color! Surface energies of the Type I (ZnSi)1/2As
structure and various chalcopyritelike variants growing on Si~001!.
The Type I structures are shown in the black solid line; the ca
where the second overlayer Zn atoms and the top layer atoms
substrate are intermixed are shown by the red dash-dot line;
cases where the fourth overlayer Si and the second layer Zn a
are intermixed are shown by the blue dash line; and the maxim
possible intermix involving all the Si and Zn layers when six ove
layers are grown is shown in green. For some examples of diffe
Type I overlayer structures, see Fig. 9.
6-10
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The surface free energy for a particular structure is giv
by

gsurfaceA5Etot2mZnNZn2mSiNSi2mAsNAs . ~3!

Etot is the total energy of the structure from the total-ene
calculation. The chemical potentialm i is the free energy pe
particle in the reservoir for the speciesi, andNi denotes the
number of particles of the speciesi in the structure.

The upper limit of each chemical potential is determin
by the condensed phase of the respective elements,

m i,m i (bulk) . ~4!

Otherwise, the elemental phase would form on the surfa
Furthermore, in thermodynamic equilibrium, we have tw
additional equations, concerning the Si bulk and the Typ
(ZnSi)1/2As bulk,

mSi5mSi(bulk) ~5!

m (ZnSi)1/2As5mZn1mSi12mAs

5mZn(bulk)1mSi(bulk)12mAs(bulk)2DH f . ~6!

In this caseDH f is the heat of formation of the Type
structure while constrained to the Si lattice constant. We
clude the strain in the bulk energy so that the remain
energy is only due to the surface. This leaves us with
free parameter, which we choose to bemAs . Using Eqs.~4!,
~5!, and~6!, mAs can vary within the following range

mAs(bulk)2
DH f

2
,mAs,mAs(bulk) . ~7!

In Fig. 10, the surface energies of the different growth sta
of (ZnSi)1/2As are plotted~solid lines!, together with those
of the corresponding chalcopyritelike variants~dashed lines!.
Since there is usually an As over-pressure during typ
growth conditions, we choose the As chemical potentia
be the bulk value for this plot. For the corresponding ch
copyritelike variants, we use the same chemical potential
the bulk of (ZnSi)1/2As so that in Fig. 10 the energy differ
ences between structures at the same growth stage ar
same as the total-energy differences. The energy of the c
copyrite structures includes both the surface energy and
bulk energy difference between the chalcopyritelike str
tures and the Type I structure. Note that the comparis
between Type I structures and their corresponding chalco
rite variants with the same number of growth layers are
dependent of the particular chemical potentials used, s
they involve the same number of atoms for each species

From Fig. 10, we see that during this initial growth stag
surfaces of the Type I structure are consistently lower
energy than various chalcopyrite variants. The closest c
petition comes at the fourth overlayer Si surface, where
Type I structure is only 0.03 eV lower in energy than t
chalcopyrite variant. For the Type I structures, (231) super-
cells are the lowest-energy configurations for surfaces w
flat dimers, while (432) supercells are the lowest-energ
configurations for surfaces with buckled dimers. The ch
copyrite variants can not take advantage of the larger sur
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cells and the energy differences between the (432) and the
c(232) cell are much smaller.

The different relative energies at different growth stag
can be attributed to the energies of the different interfa
and surfaces. For example, when the growth reaches the
ond overlayer Zn surface, a competing chalcopyrite fo
mixes the surface Zn and the top layer Si atoms of the s
strate, thus introducing an interface of Si with Si/Zn. T
electron countings are identical for both surfaces and b
surfaces form flat dimers. Thus, we expect the two surf
energies to be similar. The Si–Si/Zn interface energy is c
culated separately to be about 0.6 eV/(131) for As poor
and 0.7 eV/(131) for As rich environments. This accoun
for almost the entire difference between the two structur
Our expectation that the surface energies are similar in
case is thus confirmed.

Using the same argument we can explain why for the c
of the fourth overlayer Si surface, the chalcopyritelike stru
ture is so low in energy. For the chalcopyritelike structu
the surface Si atoms are mixed with the second overlaye
atoms. This creates a Si–As interface instead of the Si–S
interface like in the previous case. The difference betwe
the surfaces is again expected to be small. However,
energy of Si–As interface is calculated to be on
0.1 eV/(131) for As poor and 0.0 eV/(131) for As rich
environments. This roughly explains why the chalcopyri
like structure has a low energy in this case.

The fact that the Type I surfaces are lower in energy
very encouraging. It implies that the growth elements w
tend to nucleate in the Type I configuration. Once the Typ
structure is formed, converting into the chalcopyrite struct
involves second-neighbor exchange and a large energy
rier after fabrication. Furthermore, even if defects do form
certain surfaces, the energy cost associated with them
increase as more layers are added onto the top. This is
ported by the fact stated earlier that single chalcopyritel
defects are not energetically favorable inside Type I bulk.
these points suggest that growth of the Type I structure
top of Si substrate should indeed be possible.

So far, we have only considered the dimer surface rec
structions. The dimer surface is the most common rec
struction and as our calculations show, these surfaces h
low-surface energies that are comparable to that of Si~100!.
Under actual growth conditions, more complicated reco
structions could occur. The subsequent growth could t
follow very different pathways. Nevertheless, this simp
analysis provides us with a reasonable first step towards
derstanding this very complex system.

At last, we also note that one can discuss the growth
Type II materials in a similar fashion. The first layer involve
the growth of a group-III layer on top of a group-IV sub
strate. The second layer of a group-VI layer is grown on
of a substrate analogous to a group-II-terminated II-VI su
strate. The next group-III layer is grown on top of a substr
analogous to a group-VI-terminated II-VI substrate. Final
the group-IV layer is grown on top of a group-IV like sub
strate.
6-11
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have introduced a class of compound semiconduc
that should be amenable to layer-by-layer epitaxial grow
The different possible combinations of elements provid
wide range of lattice constants and band gaps. We have
ployed ab initio total-energy calculations and quasipartic
GW computations to explore the properties of these co
pounds. Several interesting configurations for infrared em
ters have been identified.

A particular configuration (ZnSi)1/2P1/4As3/4 is lattice-
constant matched to Si and has a direct band gap of 0.8
It could lead to monolithic integration of optical materia
and Si circuits. Estimated thermal expansion coefficients
dicate that the lattice constant continues to match at ro
temperature.

Other configurations with potentially interesting applic
tions are In(CS)1/2 and In(CSe)1/2. In(CS)1/2 has a direct
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